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I LOVE WHOO YOU ARE!
Design by: Krystel (2 Projects)
About me: I am a TRADITIO NAL and DIGITAL
ILLUSTRATO R for various print uses. I received
m y BFA from ACA and SCAD. Born in
Caracas,Venezuela.

Project skill level: easy
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Anniversary Valentine's Day

Love Holiday Cards Love Notes/Cards Love
Layouts Animals Cards Just Because Cards Friend Cards Clean
& Simple
Valentines Day Card. This is one of my FIRST cards that I
made w ith my New CRICUT EXPRESSION 2. I saw the cute
phrase.. I LOVE W HOO YOU ARE! w ith the cute ow l. So I
decided to make my ow n. Since I have limited cartridges at
the moment I had to create the OW L w ith simple shapes in
the Craft Room.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut® Accent
Essentials Cartridge

Cricut® Alphabet
cartridge

Cricut Expression® 2

STEP 1
One basic CIRCLE (stretched) Two OVALS for the wings and two small HEARTS (upside down) for the ears. I was able to WELD them
together. The main outline of the owl is FOAMY (khaki color). The rest is out of medium card stock paper. Four circles for the eyes. Which
TWO are BLACK FOAMY. The only thing that I made by hand was the YELLOW BEAK. Since I was not able to find something similar with
the cartridges I had. I also added the dots with Black and White paint. The inside of the card I cut out a red CLOUD. I welded the word
WHOO inside. The rest of the phrase I used a Black SHARPIE. Before I glued the cloud I glued a piece of white paper under it so the letters
would show WHITE. The two large red and pink squares I cut out I was able to make a border with markers of the same color. The Hearts
on the FRONT, I made a border of basic hears and welded them together. I used a smaller heart, which has a design with swirls and took
out the swirls that went up with scissors. And last I created the small Yellow bow with a white hole punch for the center and two small heart
punches for the sides. The back of the card has my stamp.. Created with Love... with my initials... KS. Had a BLAST making it. :)
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RELATED PROJECTS
Love Blocks!

You are my True
Love

Tea Cup Cupcake
Holder
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